
This fall, one of the region’s best comedians
(and clearly its best celebrity impersonator)
will host a charity event in South Jersey. So
we decided to catch up with Joe Conklin
to find out why he likes to spend so much
time in other people’s skin. We had no

idea it would get so heady.
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IN THINKING ABOUT INTERVIEWING LOCAL

COMEDIAN Joe Conklin for this profile, I got

myself pretty excited for the experience. I imag-

ined a wild and zany melee of hilarity, one where-

in he would throw out some of his most famous

impressions with rapid and random staccato.

Milk would spurt out of my nose. French fries

would be thrown in the air. Coffee cups would be

worn as hats. It would be a blast, maybe even a

little dangerous.

But for about the first five minutes of our actu-

al conversation, the experience is kind of a bore;

not so much because Conklin isn’t saying any-

thing intriguing or amusing, but because Joe

Conklin seems to be kind of boring to himself.

And I’m not sure why. Sitting at a table in a small,

generic coffee shop inside the large, generic One

Bala Plaza in Bala-Cynwyd, Conklin leans back in

his chair, perpetually munches on a packet of

orange peanut butter crackers, and takes his time

with the bites and the chews and the questions he

seems less than thrilled to answer. 

But then I ask him about his wife, and Joe

Conklin finally starts to get rolling. 

So, are you married? Divorced?

He takes another bite of his crackers and,
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through the clogged-engine mute of a mouth

full of processed peanut butter and pursed

with the hint of wit on the escape, Conklin

says, “I actually shot my ex-wife.” He takes

another bite of his cracker and does nothing

else but stare at the genuine surprise in my

eyes. And chews. And chews. “She’s no

longer with us.” 

What really gets me isn’t so much what

Conklin says, but instead what he doesn’t say.

He doesn’t dull the moment with qualifica-

tion, doesn’t say, “Oh, I’m just jokin’ with ya

kid.” No. Joe Conklin let’s the moment rest

and fester. He lets me squirm in it for a little

while. And when he finally does smile, when

he finally frees me of his surreal grip, Joe

Conklin looks truly invested in our conversa-

tion for the first time all morning. And while

I’m pretty sure he didn’t actually shoot his ex-

wife (even though he never makes this com-

pletely clear), I’m also suddenly more inter-

ested in Joe Conklin, because anyone willing

to make a joke to a complete stranger about

shooting his ex-wife has to be at least a little

dangerous deep down. And I dig dangerous.

hen I first met Conklin just

fifteen minutes before

this moment, he was sit-

ting on a bench in the

lobby of the building that

regularly broadcasts his

voice every Tuesday and Thursday during

Angelo Cataldi’s popular morning sports

show on 610 WIP. Slumped forward in khaki

shorts and a black T-shirt, he couldn’t have

looked less dangerous. Standing face to face

with the region’s most popular celebrity

impersonator, I’m stricken by how impossi-

bly anonymous he looks. Conklin will explain

this duality later, but only after we’ve shared

the murder moment. 

So we work our way over to our little

generic cafe and have a seat, he with his

crackers and me with a cup of cool water. I

ask him how he’s doing. “Fantastic,” he tells

me. And Conklin really does seem fantastic, if

just a little mellow. He has a relaxation of the

eyes one imagines meditation is supposed to

inspire; a contagious centeredness. It’s also

noticeable from the start that he doesn’t par-

ticularly love talking about himself, which

seems odd when one considers Conklin is

often characterized as “the man of a thou-

sand voices.” But the fallacy inherent in

assuming a comedian is as garrulous and

effusive offstage as he is on has almost

become its own cliché, so I’m not exactly sur-

prised. Besides, on more than one occasion

Conklin not only tells me how he still gets

nervous before every show he does, but also

that he lacks a certain “killer instinct” others

seem to possess. So maybe it’s not boredom

after all. Maybe it’s humility. 

Conklin, who’s lived in Marlton since

1993, grew up in the Olney section of

Philadelphia surrounded by (a sort of) enter-

tainment from an early age. Both of his par-

ents sang regularly at their church and made

a living crooning at both weddings and funer-

als. But little Joey didn’t want to sing as much

as he wanted to become a sports announcer,

to join the ranks of legends like Howard

Cosell and Harry Kalas. Evenings were spent

imitating the voices he heard on the radio and

television, leading him to eventually study

broadcasting at Temple University. After grad-

uating in 1984, Conklin’s passion for being on

the air was co-opted by his need to make

money. So he went into sales. 

“I didn’t like it. It wasn’t where my pas-

sion was, ya know? But I was told that’s

where the money was. So, ya know, I did it.” 

For a year he sold radio advertising in

Trenton, but it drained him. So he got out and

made a go at standup comedy for a year.

Finally, in 1986, Conklin got a regular on-air

gig at WCAU-FM and has been in radio ever

since, currently splitting his time between the

WIP morning show, standup and charity

events, as well as the occasional guest spot

on local media outlets. 

And now you live in South Jersey?

“Yup. And I couldn’t have picked a better

place. The schools, the space...Marlton is a

great suburb.” 

So, are you married? Divorced?

“I actually shot my ex-wife.” 

And now we’re really talking. 

alfway through the

interview, I tell Conklin

how much more sub-

dued he appears in

“real” life, that he’s a

far more hushed and

understated man than

one would expect from

his radio persona. He

shrugs. It’s an obvious

point.

“The truth of the

matter is, most comics are pretty serious peo-

ple, ya know? They’re very deliberate and—I

mean, you’ll get your guys that are never ‘off

stage’, that are always on, but ya know, it’s a

very painstaking process to figure out exactly

what you want to say and what’s gonna work

and what’s not gonna work.” 

What Conklin has known—since the age

of five, actually—is that what works for him

are impressions. He started doing voices in

first grade, his initial target being Howard

Cosell. Then it was Alfred Hitchcock. Then

John Wayne. Before long, Conklin had an

entire routine, which included imitating sev-

eral relatives and a few neighbors from the

block. If a big break or “ah-ha” moment was

ever had, one could argue it came when, in

seventh grade, Conklin was asked to perform

at a local Catholic charity event. He hasn’t left

the stage since. 

“I got that routine together in 1974. The

Flyers were red hot and so I was imitating

Bobby Clark and Bernie Parent, so I guess I’ve

been doing this sports routine ever since I

was a little kid. I never got out of it.” 

I think impressions are kind of like

emails. Everyone does them, but so very few

do them well. And this makes sense.
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Capturing someone’s essence can be as

impossible a task as painting a portrait. There

is no single key to unlocking the secret, only

refinement. The ability simply exists, and like

any artist trying to explain his innate talents,

Conklin often talks in cyclical abstractions. 

“For some people, it’s hard to identify

where you need to go for the impression,

exactly what areas you have to hit. And you

have to kinda blend. It’s like a color wheel.

Blue and yellow make green, so it’s like a

mixture of all kinds of stuff and you have to

experiment. I just try to imitate everybody

and then I throw it out there in front of peo-

ple. If they laugh or react in some way, I know

I’m on to something. If I get no reaction, I

know I’m not close to anything.” 

The ones around which he’s built a repu-

tation (a flawless Harry Kalas, Charles Barkley,

Jack Nicholson, Jay Leno, and Andy Reed, to

name a few) have yet to be matched by any-

one I’ve heard. They’re frighteningly good—

with particular emphasis on the “frightening”

when you see them up close in the sober light

of a generic cafe in Bala-Cynwyd at 10:30 on a

Wednesday morning. It’s like the movie “Inner

Space,” and Conklin has millions of miniatur-

ized celebrities flowing through his blood

stream, ready at a moments notice to plug

their voices directly into his brain for expul-

sion. Sadly, Conklin says there’s one miniatur-

ized man he has yet to find.

“I’ve been trying to get John Madden

down for years, and along comes this guy

[Frank] Caliendo and he’s absolutely brilliant.

He’s got a Madden, and when I saw it I said,

‘Aw man!’ But you know what? I can actually

do [Madden] a lot better now because of

hearing him done by Caliendo. You find out

what he’s doing and how he’s like, breaking

the code...because you gotta realize, a lot of

times when people do voices, when they do

impressions, they’re really doing an impres-

sion of an impression. It’s usually like three or

four times removed.” 

I know what you’re thinking: Conklin

must be a blast at parties. But as is often the

case with the doctor, lawyer, or mechanic in

the family, I can imagine it gets a little tiring

being the requisite funny man and getting

asked every Thanksgiving if Jack Nicholson

can say, “Could you please pass the stuffing,

sweetheart?” It probably gets a little old. So I

ask him if this happens all the time. 

“Yeah, it happens a lot, and it depends on

who you surround yourself with. If you’re

around the right environment you don’t get

pestered as much. But I don’t think of that as

a bad thing. I think when that stops happen-

ing I’ll be in trouble. There may come a time

when the phone’s not ringing anymore. So I

don’t complain about it.”
continued on next page
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ight now, the phone still

rings plenty for Conklin,

who is a sought-after charity

and fundraiser guests. In fact,

on September 18, Conklin is

going to play master of ceremonies at the

3rd Annual Drive Out Hunger Golf Classic to

benefit Philabundance at the Pine Hill Golf

Club. Not only does he feel a vague karmic

need to payback on the fact that his very

first gig took place at a charity, but Conklin

also seems to genuinely care about a

responsibility he feels is a part of his life’s

current station. 

“There’s a responsibility that goes along

with being a mass communicator, a respon-

sibility to do some good instead of get

laughs all the time. The radio has afforded

me a great living. I don’t really want for any-

thing. I don’t go hungry. So I’m blessed. If

someone thinks enough of me to ask me to

work this charity, I kind of owe it to all the

rewards that I’ve been given.” 

Before we part, I ask Conklin if this is

the life he imagined he’d be living at 46; and

his answer gets to the core of why he prob-

ably seemed so initially reticent to talk: Joe

Conklin isn’t dangerous. He’s actually kind

of self-conscious. 

“Growing up, I was always on the out-

side looking in on radio. Even though I went

to school for it and got in through contacts

that I made at an internship, it was still like

sneaking in, like somehow I snuck into this

business and each day that I stay I look

around and think, ‘Well, they haven’t

thrown me out yet.’” 

But were you able to imagine this? That

you’d be this successful?

“I guess I didn’t really have a plan or a

vision, like ‘I’m gonna do this and then this

and then this.’ I did what was in front of me.

That was my goal. I knew I had some talent

and I just wanted to have work. I wanted to

work in the business and that has hap-

pened. So I feel fortunate.” 

And what about the future? 

“You have to keep your spirits up. You

can’t let your guard down, you can’t lose

the hunger. If you lose the hunger, you’re

screwed. You’re gonna wither away and die

and you’re gonna start complaining and

somebody better and hungrier is gonna

come along and take your job because

they’re all out there. Waiting.” 

Do you still have the hunger? 

“If I don’t have the hunger, I might as

well just quit. I mean, it’s such a terrible

feeling when you feel like you’re out of it,

that people and things are passing you by.

And it can happen pretty quickly. So yeah,

you gotta have the hunger, and so I keep

showing up, keep moving, keep doing dif-

ferent things.” 

Milk never came out of my nose. Fries

never flew in the air. Coffee cups were never

donned as silly hats. Had that happened

though, it would have been my loss in miss-

ing out on this other side of Joe Conklin—

even if it was a little slow at the start. �


